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SUMMA RY
Variability determines the capability of software applications to be configured and customized. A common 
need during the development of variability–intensive systems is the automated analysis of their underlying 
variability models, e.g. detecting contradictory configuration options. The analysis operations that are 
performed on variability models are often very complex, which hinders the testing of the corresponding 
analysis tools and makes difficult, often infeasible, to determine the correctness of their outputs, i.e. 
the well–known oracle problem in software testing. In this article, we present a generic approach for 
the automated detection of faults in variability analysis tools overcoming the oracle problem. Our work 
enables the generation of random variability models together with the exact set of valid configurations 
represented by these models. These test data are generated from scratch using step–wise transformations 
and assuring that certain constraints (a.k.a. metamorphic relations) hold at each step. To show the feasibility 
and generalizability of our approach, it has been used to automatically test several analysis tools in three 
variability domains: feature models, CUDF documents and Boolean formulas. Among other results, we 
detected 19 real bugs in 7 out of the 15 tools under test.
KEY WORDS: Metamorphic testing, automated testing, software testing, software variability
1. INTRODUCTION
Modern software applications are increasingly configurable, driven by customer demands and
dynamic business conditions. This leads to software systems that need a high degree of variability,
i.e. the capability to be extended, changed, customized, or configured to be used in a particular
context [60]. For example, operating systems such as Linux or eCos can be configured by installing
packages, e.g. Debian Wheezy, a well–known Linux distribution, offers more than 37,000 available
packages [22]. Modern software ecosystems and browsers, configurable in terms of plugins or
extensions, are another example of software variability, e.g. the Eclipse Marketplace currently
provides about 1,650 Eclipse plugins [26]. Recently, cloud applications are becoming increasingly
flexible, e.g. the Amazon Elastic Compute Cloud (EC2) service offers 1,758 different possible
configurations [30].
Software variability is usually documented byvariability models(VMs), which describe all
the possible configurations of a software system in terms of composable units or variants, and 
constraints indicating how those variants can be properly combined. Variability can be modelled
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either at theproblemor at thesolutionlevel. At the problem level, variability is managed in terms
of featuresor requirements, using VMs such asfeature models[35], orthogonal variability models
[51] or decision models[59]. At the solution level, variability is modelled using domain–specific
languages such asKconfigin Linux [8], p2 in Eclipse [39] orWS–Agreementin web services [47].
Regardless of the abstraction level of VMs, the number of constraints in VMs is potentially huge.
For instance, the Linux kernel has 6,320 packages and 86% of them are connected by constraints
that restrict their interactions [8], something colloquially known as the “dependency hell” in the
operating system domain [34]. To manage this complexity, automated support is primordial. The
automated analysis of VMs deals with the computer–aided extraction of information from VMs by
means of the so–calledanalysis operations. For a given VM, typical analysis operations would allow
us to know whether the VM isconsistent, i.e. whether it represents at least a valid configuration;
or whether the VM contains any errors, e.g. contradictory configuration options. Tools supporting
the analysis of VMs can be found in most of the software domains where variability management
is considered as a relevant problem. Some examples are theFaMa framework [28] and theSPLAR
tool [45,58] in the context of feature models; theCDL [64] andAPT [21] package configurators in
the context of operating systems; or the dependency analysis tool integrated into Eclipse [39].
Variability analysis tools are complex software systems that have to deal with also complex data
structures and algorithms, e.g. the FaMa framework has more than 20,000 lines of code. Analysis
operations are usually far from trivial and their development is error–prone, increasing development
time and reducing the reliability of analysis tools. In this context, the testing of variability analysis
tools aim at detecting faults that produce unexpected analysis results. Roughly speaking, a test case
in the domain of variability analysis is composed of a VM as the input, and the expected result of the
analysis operation under test as the output. As an example, the feature model in Fig.1 (Section2.1)
represents 10 different product configurations, which is the expected result of the analysis operation
NumberOfProducts[7].
Current testing methods on variability analysis tools are either manual or based on redundant
testing. Manual methods rely on the ability of the tester to decide whether the output of an analysis
operation is correct or not. However, this is time–consuming, error–prone and, in most cases,
infeasible due to the combinatorial complexity of the analysis operations. This is known as the
oracle problem[66], i.e. the impossibility to determine the correctness of a test output. On the other
hand, redundant testing is based on the use of alternative implementations of the same analysis
operation to check the correctness of an output. Although feasible, this is a limited solution since it
cannot be guaranteed that such alternative tool exists and that it is error–free.
Metamorphic testing[13] was proposed as a way to address the oracle problem. The rationale
behind this technique is to generate new test cases based on existing test data. The expected output
of the new test cases can be checked by using known relations (so–calledmetamorphic relations)
among two or more input data and their expected outputs. Key benefits of this technique are that it
overcomes the oracle problem, and that it can be highly automated. Metamorphic testing has shown
to be effective in a number of testing domains, including numerical programs [14], graph theory
[15] or service–oriented applications [12].
Problem description. In previous works [55, 56], some of the authors presented a metamorphic
testing approach for the automated detection of faults in feature model analysis tools. Feature
models are thede–factostandard for variability modelling in software product lines [35]. For the
evaluation of our work, we introduced hundreds of artificial faults (i.e.mutants) into several subject
programs and checked how many were detected by our test data generator. The percentage of
detected faults ranged between 98.7% and 100%, which supported the feasibility of our contribution.
However, despite the promising results obtained, two research questions remain open, namely:
• RQ1. Can metamorphic testing be used as a generic approach for test data generation on
the analysis of variability?It is unclear whether our approach could be used to automate
the generation of test data in other variability languages different from feature models.
Generalizing our previous work in that direction would be a major step forward in supporting
automated testing and overcoming the oracle problem in a number of variability analysis
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• RQ2. Is metamorphic testing effective in detecting real bugs in variability analysis tools?
Despite the mutation testing results obtained in our previous works, the capability of our
approach to detect real bugs is still to be assessed. Answering this question is especially
challenging, since the number of available tools for testing is usually limited and it requires a
deep knowledge of the tools under test.
Contribution. In this article, we extend and generalize our previous work into a metamorphic
testing approach for the automated detection of faults in variability analysis tools. Our approach
enables the generation of VMs (i.e. inputs) and the exact set of valid configurations represented by
the models (i.e. expected output). Both, the VMs and their configurations are generated from scratch
using step–wise transformations and assuring that certain constraints (i.e. metamorphic relations)
hold at each step. Complex VMs representing thousands of configurations can be efficiently
generated by applying this process iteratively. Once generated, the configurations of each VM are
automatically inspected to derive the expected output of a number of analysis operations performed
on the VMs. Our approach is fully automated, highly generic, and applicable to any domain with
common variability constraints. Also, our work follows a black–box approach and therefore it is
independent of the internal aspects of the tools under test, e.g. it can be used to test tools written
in different programming languages. In order to answer RQ1 and RQ2, we present an extensive
empirical evaluation of the capability of our approach to automatically detect faults in three different
software variability domains, namely:
• Feature models. These hierarchical VMs are used to describe the products of a software
product line in terms of features and relations among them [35]. Five metamorphic relations
for feature models and their corresponding test data generator are presented on this article.
For its evaluation, we automatically tested 19 different analysis operations in 3 feature models
reasoners. We detected 12 faults.
• CUDF documents. These VMs are textual documents used to describe package–basedFree
and Open Source Softwaredistributions [2, 61]. We present four metamorphic relations for
CUDF documents and an associated test data generator. For its evaluation, we automatically
tested two analysis operations, including an upgradeability optimization operation, in 3 CUDF
reasoners. We detected 2 faults.
• CNF formulas. Among its applications, Boolean formulas inConjunctive Normal Form
(CNF) are extensively used for variability representation and analysis at a low level of
abstraction. Many VMs such feature models or decision models can be automatically analysed
by translating them into CNF formulas and solving the Booleans tisfiabilityproblem (SAT)
[7, 59]. Also, SAT technology is used to deal with variability management in software
ecosystems such as Eclipse or Linux [37,39]. Five metamorphic relations for CNF formulas
and a test data generator relying on them are presented in this article. For its evaluation, we
automatically tested the satisfiability operation in 9 SAT reasoners. We detected 5 faults.
In quantitative terms, this article extends and generalizes our previous works by automating the
detection of faults in two new variability domains, CUDF and CNF formulas. Also, we present
10 new metamorphic relations (out of 14) and a thorough empirical evaluation with more analysis
operations (from 6 to 22), tools (from 2 to 15) and detected faults (from 4 to 19).
The rest of the article is structured as follows: Section2 i troduces the variability languages used
in our empirical evaluation as well as a brief introduction to metamorphic testing. Section3 presents
the proposed metamorphic relations for the variability languages under study. Section4 introduces
our approach for the automated generation of test data using metamorphic relations. In Section5,
we evaluate our approach checking the ability of our test data generators to detect faults in a number
of variability analysis tools. Section6 presents some guidelines for the application of our approach
to other variability analysis domains. The limitations of our approach are presented in Section7.
Section8 presents the threats to validity of our work. The related work is presented and iscussed
in Section9. Finally, we summarize our conclusions in Section10.
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2. PRELIMINARIES
Variability languages are used to develop VMs describing all the possible configurations of a family
of software systems in terms of variants and constraints restricting how those variants can be
combined. There exists a variety of variability languages spread across multiple software domains.
In the following sections, the three variability languages used to illustrate and evaluate our approach
are presented, followed by a brief introduction to metamorphic testing.
2.1. Feature models
Feature Models(FMs) are commonly used as a compact representation of all the products in
a Software Product Line(SPL) [35]. An FM is visually represented as a tree–like structure in
which nodes represent features, and connections illustrate the relationships between them. These
relationships constrain the way in which features can be combined to form valid configurations,
i.e. products. For example, the FM in Fig.1 illustrates how features are used to specify and build
software for Global Position System (GPS) devices. The software loaded in the GPS is determined
by the features that it supports. The root feature (i.e. ‘GPS’) identifies the SPL. The different types
of relationships that constrain how features can be combined in a product are the following:
• Mandatory. If a feature has a mandatory relationship with its parent feature, it must be
included in all the products in which its parent feature appears. In Fig.1, all GPS products
must provide support forRouting.
• Optional. If a feature has an optional relationship with its parent feature, it can be optionally
included in all the products including its parent feature. For instance,Keyboardis defined as
an optional feature of the userInterfaceof GPS products.
• Set relationship.A set relationship relates a parent feature with a set of child features using
group cardinalities, i.e intervals such as⟨n..m⟩ limiting the number of different child features
that can be present in a product in which their parent feature appears. In Fig.1, software for
GPS devices can provide support for3D mapviewing,Auto–reroutingor both of them in the
same product.
Figure 1. A sample feature model
In addition to hierarchical relationships, FMs can also containcross–tree constraintsbetween
features. These are typically of the form “Feature Arequires feature B” or “Feature Aexcludes
feature B”. For example in Fig.1, GPS devices withTraffic avoidingrequire theAuto–rerouting
feature, whereas those provided withTouch screenexclude the support for aKeyboard.
The automated analysis of FMs deals with the computer–aided extraction of information from
FMs. Catalogues with up to 30 analysis operations on FMs have been published [7]. Typical
analysis operations allow us to know whether an FM is consistent (i.e. it represents at least one
product), what is the number of products represented by an FM, or whether an FM contains any
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errors. Common techniques to perform these operations are those based on propositional logic [46],
constraint programming [6] or description logic [65]. Also, these analysis capabilities can be found
in a number of commercial and open source tools including theFaMa framework [28], theFLAME
framework [25] and SPLAR [45,58].
2.2. CUDF documents
The Common Upgradeability Description Format(CUDF) is a format for describing variability
in package–basedFree and Open Source Software(FOSS) distributions [2, 61]. This format is
one of the outcomes of theMancoosiEuropean research project [43], intended to build better and
generic tools for package–based system administration. CUDF combines features of the Red Had
package manager and the Debian packaging systems, and also allows to encode other formats such
as metadata of Eclipse plugins [39]. A key benefit of CUDF is that it allows to describe variability
independently of the distribution and the package manager used. Also, the syntax and semantics of
CUDF documents are well documented, something that facilitates the development of independent
analysis tools.
Figure 2. A sample CUDF document
Fig. 2 depicts a sample CUDF document. As illustrated, it is a text file composed by several
paragraphs, so–calledstanzas, separated by empty lines. Each stanza is composed of set of
properties in the form ofkey:valuepairs. The document starts with a so–calledpreamble stanza
with meta–information about the document, followed by several consecutivepackage stanzas. A
package stanza describes a single package known to the package manager and may include, among
others, the following properties:
• Package. Name of the package, e.g.php5-mysql.
• Version. Version of the package as a positive integer. Version strings like”2.3.1a” are not
accepted since they have no clear cross–distribution semantics. It is assumed that if each set
of versions in a given distribution has a total order, then they could be easily mapped to
positive integers.
• Depends. Set of dependencies indicating the packages that should be installed for this package
to work. Version constraints can be included using the operators=, !=, >, <, >= and <=.
Also, complex dependencies are supported by the use of conjunctions (denoted by ‘,’) and
disjunctions (denoted by ‘|’). As an example, packagerduino in Fig. 2 should be installed
together with a version oflibantlr-java greater than4 and either any version ofopenjdk-jdk or
version6 or greater ofsun-java-jdk.
• Conflicts. Comma–separated list of packages that are incompatible with the current package,
i.e. they cannot be installed at the same time. Package–specific version constraints are also
allowed. In the example, packagephp5-mysql is in conflict with any version ofmysqli.
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• Installed. Boolean value indicating whether the package is currently installed in the system
or not. The default value isfalse. In Fig. 2, packagearduino is installed while the package
php5-mysql is not.
The CUDF document concludes with a so–calledr quest stanzawhich describes the user request,
i.e. the changes the user wants to perform on the set of installed packages. The request stanza may
include three properties: a list of packages to be installed, a list of packages to be removed and a list
of packages to be upgraded. Version constraints are allowed in all cases. In the example, the user
wishes to install the packagesapt, apmd andkpdf version6 and remove the packagephp5-mysql.
The automated analysis of CUDF documents is mainly intended to solve the so–called
upgradeability problem[2]. Given a CUDF document, this problem consists in finding a valid
configuration, i.e. a set of packages that fulfils all the constraints of the package stanzas and fulfils
all the requirements expressed in the user request. This problem is often turned into an optimization
problem by searching not only a valid solution but a good solution according to an input optimization
criterion. For instance, the user may wish to perform the request minimizing the number of changes
(i.e. the set of installed and removed packages) or minimizing the number of outdated packages in
the solution.
The analysis of CUDF documents is supported by several tools that meet annually in theMancoosi
International Solver Competition(MISC) arranged by the Mancoosi project. In this competition,
CUDF reasoners must analyse a number of CUDF documents using a set of given optimization
functions. CUDF documents are either random or generated from the information obtained in open
source repositories. CUDF reasoners rely on techniques such as answer set programming [31] a d
Pseudo–Boolean optimization [2].
2.3. CNF formulas
A Boolean formulaconsists of a set of propositional variables and a set of logical connectives
constraining the values of the variables, e.g.¬, ∧, ∨, ⇒, ⇔. Boolean Satisfiability(SAT) is the
problem of determining if a given Boolean formula is satisfiable, i.e. if there exists a variable
assignment that makes the formula evaluate to true. Among its many applications, Boolean formulas
can be regarded as the canonical representation of variability. Many variability languages such as
feature models or decision models can be automatically analysed by translating them into Boolean
formulas and solving the corresponding SAT problem [7, 59]. SAT technology is also used to deal
with dependency management in software ecosystems such as Eclipse or Linux [37,39].
A SAT solver is a software package that takes as input a CNF formula and determines if
the formula is satisfiable. TheConjunctive Normal Form(CNF) is a standard form to represent
propositional formulas where only three connectives are allowed:¬, ∧, and ∨. CNF formulas
consists of the conjunction of a number ofclauses; a clause is a disjunction ofliterals; and a literal
is a propositional variable or its negation. As an example, consider the following propositional
formula in CNF form:(a ∨ ¬b) ∧ (¬a ∨ b ∨ c). The formula is composed of two clauses, (a∨ ¬b),
and (¬a ∨ b ∨ c), and three variables,a, b andc. A possible solution for this formula is {a=1,b=0,
c=1}, i.e. the formula is satisfiable.
There exists a vast array of available SAT solvers as well as SAT benchmarks to measure their
performance. Every two years a competition is held to rank the performance of the participant’s
tools. In the last edition in 2013, 93 solvers took part in the SAT competition†.
2.4. Metamorphic testing
In software testing, anoracle is a procedure by which testers can decide whether the output of a
program is correct or not [66]. In some situations, the oracle is not available or it is too difficult
to apply. For example, consider testing the results of complicated numerical computations such
as the Fourier transform, or processing non–trivial outputs like the code generated by a compiler.
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Furthermore, even when the oracle is available, the manual prediction and comparison of the results
are in most cases time–consuming and error–prone. Situations like these are referred to as theoracle
problemin the testing literature [70].
Metamorphic testing[13] was proposed as a way to address the oracle problem. The idea behind
this technique is to generate new tests from previous successful test cases. The expected output of
the new test cases can be checked by using so–calledmetamorphic relations, i.e. known relations
among two or more input data and their expected outputs. For instance, consider a program that
compute the sine function (sinx). Suppose the program produces the output0.207 when run with
inputx = 12. A mathematical property of the sine function states thatsin(x) = sin(x + 360). Using
this property as a metamorphic relation, we could design a new test case withx = 12 + 360 = 372.
Assume the output of the program for this input is0.375. When comparing both outputs, we could
easily conclude that the program is faulty.
It has been shown that a small number of diverse metamorphic relations has a similar fault–
detection capability to a test oracle, and could therefore help to alleviate the oracle problem [41].
The effectiveness of metamorphic relations has been studied in several guidelines for the selection
of “good” metamorphic relations [15, 44]. Metamorphic testing has been successfully applied to
a number of testing domains including numerical programs [14], graph theory [15] or service–
oriented applications [12].
3. METAMORPHIC RELATIONS ON VARIABILITY MODELS
In this section, a set of metamorphic relations between VMs expressed in the variability languages
presented in Section2, and their corresponding set of valid configurations, is presented. These
relations are based on the fact that when a variability modelM is modified, depending on the kind
of modification, the set of valid configurations of the resultingneighbourmodelM ′ can be derived
from the original one and therefore new test cases can be automatically derived.
3.1. Metamorphic relations on feature models
In terms of variability management, in FMs variants are represented as features, and valid
configurations are those feature combinations (i.e.products) satisfying all the constraints expressed
in the FM. According to this, the identified metamorphic relations between neighbour FMs are
defined as follows.
MR1: Mandatory. Consider the neighbour FMs and their associated product sets in Figure3, where
M ′ is derived fromM by adding a mandatory featureD as a child of featureB. According to the
semantics described in section2.1, the set of products ofM ′ can be derived by adding the new
mandatory featureD in all the products ofM where its parent featureB appears.
Figure 3. Neighbour models after mandatory feature is added
Formally, letfm be the mandatory feature added toM , fp its parent feature,Π(M) the function
returning the set of products of an FM, and# the cardinality function on sets. Then, MR1 can be
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definedas follows:
#Π(M ′) = #Π(M) ∧
∀p ∈ Π(M) ● fp ∉ p ⇒ p ∈ Π(M
′) ∧
fp ∈ p ⇒ ( p ∪ {fm} ) ∈ Π(M
′)
(MR1)
MR2: Optional. When an optional feature is added to an FM, the derived set of products is formed
by the original set and the new products created by adding the new optional feature to all the
products including its parent feature. Formally, letfo be the optional feature andfp its parent
feature. Consider the product selection functionΠσ(M,S,E) that returns the set of products of
M including all the selected features inS and excluding all the features inE. Then, MR2 can be
defined as follows:
#Π(M ′) = #Π(M) + #Πσ(M,{fp},∅) ∧
Π(M) ⊆ Π(M ′) ∧
∀p ∈ Π(M) ● fp ∈ p ⇒ ( p ∪ {fo} ) ∈ Π(M
′)
(MR2)
MR3: Set relationship. When a new set relationship with a⟨n,m⟩ cardinality is added to an FM
(see Figure4), the derived set of products is formed by all the original products not containingthe
parent feature of the set relationship (P1 in Figure4), and the new products created by adding all
the possible combinations of sizen..m of the child features ({D}, {E}, and {D,E} for the FM in
Figure4) to all the products including the parent feature (P2, P3, andP4 in Figure4).
Figure 4. Neighbour feature models after adding a set relationship
Formally, letFs be the set of features added to the model by means of a set relationship with a
⟨n,m⟩ cardinality and a parent featurefp. Let also be℘mn Fs = {S ∈ ℘Fs ∣ n ≤ #S ≤m} the set of all
possible subsets ofFs with cardinality in the⟨n,m⟩ interval‡. Then, assuming that1 ≤ n ≤m ≤ #Fs,
MR3 canbe defined as follows:
#Π(M ′) = #Πσ(M,∅,{fp}) + #℘
m
n Fs ⋅ #Πσ(M,{fp},∅) ∧
∀p ∈ Π(M) ● fp ∉ p ⇒ p ∈ Π(M
′) ∧
fp ∈ p ⇒ ∀S ∈ ℘
m
n Fs ● ( p ∪ S ) ∈ Π(M
′)
(MR3)
MR4: Requires. When a newf1 requires f2 constraint is added to an FM, the derived set of
products is the original set except those products containingf1 but notf2. Formally, MR4 can be
defined as follows using the product selection functionΠσ:
Π(M ′) = Π(M) ∖ Πσ(M,{f1},{f2}) (MR4)
‡℘S denotes the powerset of the set S, containing all possible subsets of S.
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MR5: Excludes. When a newf1 excludesf2 constraint is added to an FM, the derived set of
products is the original set except those products containing bothf1 andf2. Formally, MR5 can be
defined as follows:
Π(M ′) = Πσ(M,∅,{f1, f2}) (MR5)
3.2. Metamorphic relations on CUDF documents
From a variability management point of view, CUDF variants correspond to pairs(p, v), wherep
is a package identifier andv is a version number. A valid configuration is considered as a set of
package pairs{ (pi, vi) } which can be installed simultaneously satisfying all their dependencies
without conflicts.
Formally, package dependencies and conflicts in CUDF documents can be represented as 5–tuples
(p, v, q, k, θ), wherep andq are the identifiers of the depender and dependee packages respectively,
v andk are literal version values, andθ is a comparison operator. For example, a dependency such as
(arduino,2,JDK, 6,≥) indicates that version 2 of thearduino package depends on theJDK package
version 6 or higher. In this context, we can also define anon–constrainingpackage(pnc, vnc) as a
package whose identifier does not appear as dependee in anyconstraint, i.e. dependency or conflict,
in a CUDF document. Formally,(pnc, vnc) is non–constraining in the context of a given CUDF
document iff:
∀(p, v, q, k, θ) ∈ CUDF document● pnc ≠ q
Complementarily, aconstrainingpackage(pc, vc) is a package whose identifierdoesappear as
dependee in some constraint, i.e.
∃(p, v, q, k, θ) ∈ CUDF document● pnc = q
Considering these definitions, it is possible to define the following metamorphic relations
between the valid configurations of neighbour CUDF documents.
MR6: New package. When a new non–constraining package is added to a CUDF document, the
derived set of valid configurations is formed by the original set, a configuration containing the new
non–constraining package only, and all the original configurations with the new non–constraining
package added (see Figure5).
Figure 5. Neighbour CUDF documents after a new non–constraining package is added
Formally, letD′ be the CUDF document created by adding a non–constraining package(pnc, vnc)
to another documentD, andΨ(D) the function returning all the valid configurations of a CUDF
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document. Then MR6 can be defined as follows:
#Ψ(D′) = 2 ⋅#Ψ(D) + 1 ∧
Ψ(D) ⊆ Ψ(D′) ∧
{ (pnc, vnc) } ∈ Ψ(D
′) ∧
∀c ∈ Ψ(D) ● c ∪ { (pnc, vnc) } ∈ Ψ(D
′)
(MR6)
Notice that constraining packages are excluded from this rule since they would not allow to
derive the set of configurations of the new CUDF documents from the previous set§. Nevertheless,
this exclusion does not affect the diversity of the CUDF documents that can be generated, it only
affects the order in which the metamorphic relations should be applied (see Section4 for details).
MR7: Disjunctive dependency set. When a new set of disjunctive dependencies is added to a given
package(p, v) in a CUDF document, the derived set of valid configurations is formed by all the
original configurations in which(p, v) does not appear, together with all the original configurations
in which (p, v) does appear and at least one of the added disjunctive dependencies is satisfied.
Let∆ be the set of package dependencies{ δi } of the(p, v) package added to a CUDF document,
andψ(c, δ) a predicate that holds if configurationc satisfies dependencyδ. Then MR7 can be defined
as follows:
Ψ(D′) = { c ∈ Ψ(D) ∣ (p, v) ∈ c ⇒ ∃ δ ∈ ∆ ● ψ( c, δ ) } (MR7)
MR8: Conjunctive dependency. When a new conjunctive dependency is added to a given package
(p, v) in a CUDF document, the derived set of valid configurations is formed by all the original
configurations in which(p, v) does not appear, together with all the original configurations in
which (p, v) does appear and the added conjunctive dependency is satisfied. Formally, letδ be
the conjunctive dependency added to the(p, v) package in a CUDF document. Then MR8 can be
defined as follows:
Ψ(D′) = { c ∈ Ψ(D) ∣ (p, v) ∈ c ⇒ ψ( c, δ ) } (MR8)
MR9: Conflict. When a new conflict is added to a given package(p, v) in a CUDF document, the
derived set of valid configurations is formed by all the original configurations in which(p, v) does
not appear, together with all the original configurations in which(p, v) does appear but are not
affected by the new conflict. Formally, a conflict can be represented as a dependency that must not
hold in a valid configuration. Letκ be the conflict added to the(p, v) package in a CUDF document.
Then MR9 can be defined as follows:
Ψ(D′) = { c ∈ Ψ(D) ∣ (p, v) ∈ c ⇒ ¬ψ( c, κ ) } (MR9)
3.3. Metamorphic relations on CNF formulas
Considering CNF formulas as a way of expressing variability, variants correspond to variables and
valid configurations correspond to pairs(Vt, Vf), whereVt = {vi} is the subset of variables set to
true andVf = {vj} are the subset of variables set tofalse for a given satisfiable assignment. The
following metamorphic relations between neighbour Boolean formulas in CNF have been identified.
MR10: Disjunction with a new variable. When a new variable is added to a CNF formula with a
single clause, the derived set of solutions is formed by the original set of solutions duplicated by
adding the new variable to thetrueandfalsesets of each solution, and a new solution where the new
variable is set totrueand all the others are set tofalse. See Figure6 for an example.
§Some configurations, previously discarded for not satisfying a dependency with the new package, would become valid
but, since they were not present in the original set, they could not be derived.
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Figure 6. Neighbour CNF formulas after adding a disjunction with a new variable
Formally, letF ′ be the CNF formula created by adding a disjunction with a new variablev to
a one–clause–only CNF formulaF , and SAT the function returning all the solutions of a CNF
formula. Then MR10 can be defined as:
#SAT(F ′) = 2 ⋅#SAT(F ) + 1 ∧
∀ (Vt, Vf) ∈ SAT(F ) ● ( Vt ∪ {v}, Vf ) ∈ SAT(F
′) ∧
( Vt, Vf ∪ {v} ) ∈ SAT(F
′) ∧
( {v}, Vt ∪ Vf ) ∈ SAT(F
′)
(MR10)
MR11: Disjunction with a new negated variable. This metamorphic relation is identical to the
previous one except that in the neighbour formula solutions, the new variable is set tofalseand all
the others are set torue. Formally, MR11 can be defined as follows:
#SAT(F ′) = 2 ⋅#SAT(F ) + 1 ∧
∀ (Vt, Vf) ∈ SAT(F ) ● ( Vt ∪ {v}, Vf ) ∈ SAT(F
′) ∧
( Vt, Vf ∪ {v} ) ∈ SAT(F
′) ∧
( Vt ∪ Vf ,{v} ) ∈ SAT(F
′)
(MR11)
MR12: Disjunction with an existing variable. When an existing variable is added to a CNF
formula with a single clause (e.g.F = a ∨ b andF ′ = a ∨ b ∨ a), the derived set of solutions is the
same as the original one. Formally, MR12 can be defined as follows:
SAT(F ′) = SAT(F ) (MR12)
MR13: Disjunction with an existing inverted variable. When an existing inverted variable is
added to a CNF formula with a single clause (e.g.F = a ∨ b andF ′ = a ∨ b ∨ ¬a), the clause becomes
a tautology, so any variable assignment becomes a solution. Formally, let VAR be the function
returning all the variables in a CNF formula. Then MR13 can be defined as follows, where the new
solution set if formed by all the pairs of the cartesian product of the powerset of the variables with
itself that form apartition over the variable set:
SAT(F ′) = { (Vt, Vf) ∈ ℘VAR(F ) × ℘VAR(F ) ∣ Vt ∪ Vf = VAR(F ) ∧ Vt ∩ Vf = ∅ }
(MR13)
MR14: Conjunction with a new clause. When a new clause is added as a conjunction to a CNF
formula with a single clause (e.g.F = C1 andF ′ = C1 ∧ C2), the derived set of solutions is formed
by those combinations of the sets of solutions of both clauses with no contradictions, i.e. without
a given variable set totrue and falsesimultaneously (see Figure9 in Section4 for an example).
Formally, if C1 andC2 are the two CNF clauses to be conjuncted, then MR14 can be defined as
follows:
∀Vt1 , Vf1 , Vt2 , Vf2 ● ( (Vt1 ∪ Vt2), (Vf1 ∪ Vf2) ) ∈ SAT(C1 ∧C2) ⇔
( (Vt1 , Vf1), (Vt2 , Vf2) ) ∈ SAT(C1) ×SAT(C2) ∧
( (Vt1 ∪ Vt2) ∩ (Vf1 ∪ Vf2) ) = ∅
(MR14)
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Figure 7. Random generation of a CUDF document and its set of configurations using metamorphic relations
4. AUTOMATED TEST DATA GENERATION
The semantics of a VM is defined by the set of valid configurations that it represents, and most
analysis operations on VMs can be performed by inspecting this set adequately. Based on this idea,
the two–step process proposed for the automatic generation of test data is presented in this section.
4.1. Variability model generation
The first step of the test data generation is using metamorphic relations, together with model
transformations, in order to generate VMs and their sets of valid configurations. Notice that this is a
singular application of metamorphic testing, i.e. instead of using metamorphic relations to check the
output of different computations, we use them to actually compute the expected output of follow–up
test cases. Fig.7 illustrates an example of our approach.
The process starts with an input VM whose set of valid configurations is known, i.e. as ed.
This seed can be randomly generated from scratch (as in our approach) or obtained from an
existing test case [56]. A number of step–wise transformations are then applied to the model. Each
transformation produces a neighbour model as well as its corresponding set of valid configurations
according to the metamorphic relations. In the example, documentD’ is generated by adding a new
packageC to documentD. The set of configurations ofD’ is then easily calculated by applying the
metamorphic relation MR6.
Model transformations can be applied either randomly or using deterministic heuristics, although
in certain cases, the order in which metamorphic relations are applied matters. In CUDF, for
instance, non–constraining packages should be added (MR6) before adding constraints depending
on them (MR7, MR8 and MR9). Similarly, relations MR12 and MR13 (adding disjunctions with
existing variables), cannot be applied until at least one variable is added to the CNF formula.
Notice, however, that this does not affect the diversity of the VMs that can be generated. The
generation process can be stopped after a given number of transformations, or as soon as a VM and
its corresponding set of valid configurations is generated and some desired properties are achieved,
e.g. a certain number of variants or configurations is reached. In the example, configuration C1 (i.e.
packageA) is marked as installed at the end of the process to simulate the current status of the
system. Notice that this implies no changes in the set of valid configurations.
4.2. Test data extraction
Once a VM with the desired properties is generated, it is used as a non–trivial input for the test.
Simultaneously, its generated set of valid configurations is automatically inspected to obtain the
output of the analysis operations under test. As an example, consider the CUDF documentDM and
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Figure 8. Random generation of a feature model and its set of products using metamorphic relations
its set of valid configurations generated in Fig.7. The expected output of a number of analysis
operations on the document can be obtained by inspecting the set of valid configurations, e.g.:
• Is DM consistent?Yes, it represents at least one valid configuration.
• How many different valid configurations doesDM represent?4 different configurations.
• Is C = [(A,2),(B,4)] a valid configuration ofDM? Yes. It is included in its set of valid
configurations as C3.
• DoesDM contain anydeadpackage, i.e. a package that cannot be installed [29]? No, all
packages are included in the set of valid configurations.
Let us consider that a request stanza such as “Install: B” is added toDM , i.e. the user wishes to
upgrade the current system configuration by installing the packageB. The valid configurations of
DM fulfilling the user request, those including packageB (C2, C3, and C6), can be easily obtained
from the set of valid configurations ofDM .
More importantly, we can also inspect the set of valid configurations to compute the expected
output of certain optimization operations. For instance, the so–calledparanoid optimization
criterion [2, 43] is used to search for a configuration that fulfils the request while minimizing the
number of uninstalled packages and, with less priority, the number of total changes, i.e. the number
of installed and uninstalled packages. In our example, upgrading the system according to C2 implies
two changes, installingB and uninstallingA; opting for C3 implies one change, installingB; and
opting for C6 requires three changes, uninstallingA and installingB andC. Therefore, the expected
output for the upgradeability problem using the paranoid optimization criterion is the configuration
C3. This expected output can be automatically obtained by iterating over the set of configurations
and selecting those that:i) satisfy the user request,ii) have a minimum number of uninstalled
packages, andiii) have a minimum number of changes. Notice that upgradeability problems may
have more than one possible solution.
Another example is shown in Fig.8, which depicts how our approach is used for the generation
of a sample FM and its set of products. The generation starts from scratch with a trivial FM and
its corresponding set of products. Then, new features and relationships are added to the model in
a step–by–step process. The set of products is updated at each step assuring that the metamorphic
relations defined in Section3.1hold. For instance,FM’’’ is generated fromFM” by adding the cross–
tree constraint “Grequires F”. According to MR4, the new set of products must be the set ofFM”
excluding those products containingG but notF. If we consider the modelFMM obtained as a result
of the process, we can easily find the expected output of most of the FM analysis operations defined
in the literature [7] by simply checking its set of products, for instance:
• Is FMM consistent?Yes, its set of products is not empty.
• How many different products doesFMM represent?6 different products.
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Figure 9. Random generation of a CNF formula and its set of solutions using metamorphic relations
• Is P = {A,B,F} a valid product ofFMM? No, it is not included in its set of products.
• Which are the core features ofFMM, i.e. those included in all products?Features {A,C}.
• What is the commonality of featureB? FeatureB is included in 5 out of the 6 products of the
set. Therefore its commonality is5/6 = 0.83 (83.3%)
• DoesFMM contain any dead feature?Yes. FeatureG is dead since it is not included in any of
the products represented byFMM .
Finally, Fig.9 illustrates an example of how metamorphic relations can be used to generate CNF
formulas as input test data and their respective solutions as expected output test data. First, a trivial
clause with a single variable and its corresponding set solutions is created, C1 = a. Then, the clause
is extended in a set of steps creating successive neighbour CNF formulas. On each step, a new
disjunction is added to the clause, and the set of solutions is updated applying the metamorphic
relations M10 to M13 defined in Section3.3. This process is repeated until obtaining a set of random
clauses, C1, C2 . . . Cn, and their corresponding set of solutions SAT(C1), SAT(C2) . . . SAT(Cn).
Then, the final CNF formula is created as a conjunction of the clauses previously created, i.e. F =
C1∧ C2 . . .∧ Cn. The final set of solutions is computed using the metamorphic relation M14, which
obtains the intersection of the set of solutions of the clauses in the formula, i.e. SAT(F) = SAT(C1) ∩




a, b, andc; and five solutions, i.e. those variable assignments that make the formula evaluate to true.
5. EVALUATION
In this section, we evaluate whether our metamorphic testing approach is able to automate the
generation of test cases in multiple variability analysis domains (RQ1). Also, and more importantly,
we explore whether the generated test cases are actually effective in detecting real bugs in variability
analysis tools (RQ2). For the evaluation, we developed three test data generators based on the
metamorphic relations defined in Section3. Then, we evaluated their ability to automatically detect
faults within a number of analysis tools in the tree domains under study: FMs, CUDF documents
and CNF formulas. The results are reported in the following sections.
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The experiments were performed by two teams in different execution environments for
compatibility with the tools under test. The specific execution settings are described in a separated
technical report due to space constraints [53].
Most of the reported faults were confirmed by the respective tool developers, the related literature,
or fix reports. For each faulty tool, we contacted their developers (five in total, two of them authors)
by e–mail, sending them information about the detected failures and the test case(s) reproducing
them. Sometimes, developers were already aware of the bugs meanwhile in other cases they
acknowledged them as new defects. Interestingly, some developers were curious about how we
have detected the bugs and requested more information.
5.1. Detecting faults in FM reasoners
As a part of our work, we developed a test data generator for the analysis of FMs based on the
metamorphic relations presented in Section3.1. The tool generates FMs of a predefined size
together with the exact set of products that they represent following the procedure presented in
Section4. This test data generator is stable and available as a part of the BeTTy framework [54]. In
this experiment, we evaluated the fault detection capability of our metamorphic test data generator
by testing the latest release of three FM reasoners in which 12 faults were found.
Experimental setup. We evaluated the effectiveness of our test data generator in detecting faults
in three FM reasoners: FaMa Framework 1.1.2, SPLAR¶ and FLAME 1.0. FaMa [28] and SPLAR
[45, 58] are two open source Java tools for the automated analysis of FMs. FLAME isa Prolog–
based reasoner developed by some of the authors as a reference implementation to validate a formal
specification for the analysis of FMs [25]. FaMa was tested with its default configuration. SPLAR
is actually composed of two reasoners using SAT–based and BDD–based analysis, which were both
tested. Tests with FLAME were performed as part of a previous contribution and reproduced for
this evaluation [25]. In total, we tested 19 operations in FaMa, 18 en FLAME and 9 in SPLAR.
A detailed description of the operations tested on each reasoner is provided in [53]. The name and
formal semantics of the analysis operations mentioned in this article are based on the work presented
in [25].
The evaluation was performed in two steps. First, we used our metamorphic test data generator
to generate 1,000 random FMs and their corresponding set of products. The size of the models was
between 10 and 20 features and 0% and 20% of cross–tree constraints with respect to the number
of features. Cardinalities were restricted to⟨1..1⟩ and⟨1..n⟩, beingn the number of subfeatures,
for compatibility with the tools under test. The generated models represented between 0 and 5,800
products. Then, we proceeded with test execution. For each test case, an FM and its corresponding
set of products were loaded, the expected output derived from the set of products and the test run.
We ran 1,000 test cases for each analysis operation and reasoner using this procedure. In order to
test FLAME, test cases were written in an intermediate text file ready to be processed by the Prolog
interpreter. In the cases of operations receiving additional inputs apart from an FM, those inputs
were selected using a basic partition equivalence strategy, making sure that the most significant
values were tested. We may remark that some of the analysis operations receive two input FMs and
return an output indicating how they are related. For those specific operations, an extra suite was
generated composed of 1,000 pairs of FMs and their corresponding set of products. The generation
of the test cases took less than one minute. The total execution time was 55 minutes, with an
average time of 51 seconds per operation under test.
Analysis of results. TableI presents the faults detected in the three FM reasoners. For each fault,
an identifier, the operations revealing it, a description of the failure and the number of failed tests
(out of 1,000) are presented. As illustrated, we detected 4 faults in FaMa, 5 faults in FLAME and 3
faults in SPLAR. In total, we detected 12 faults in 11 different analysis operations. Faults in FaMa
¶SPLAR does not use a version naming system. We tested the tool as it was in April 2013.
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and FLAME affected to single operations. In SPLAR, however, failures were identically reproduced
in several operations. Due to space limitations, we indicate the number of operations revealing the
fault in SPLAR, not their names.
Faults F1, F4 and F7 were revealed when testing the operations with inconsistent models,
i.e. a model that represents no products. In FaMa and FLAME, for instance, we found that all
features were marked as variants, i.e.s lectable, when the model is inconsistent, which is a
contradiction. Fault F2 revealed a mismatch between the informal definition of the atomic sets
operation given in [7] and the formal semantics described in [25]. Fault F3 made some non–valid
feature combinations to be wrongly recognized as a valid product. Faults F5 and F6 raised zero
division exceptions. Faults F8 and F9 made the order of features in products matter, e.g. [A,B,C]
and [A,C,B] were erroneously considered as different products. Fault F10 raised an exception
(org.sat4j.specs.ContradictionException) when dealing with either inconsistent model or invalid
products. The fault was revealed in the initialization of the SPLAR SAT reasoner and therefore
affected all operations. Fault F12 made the SPLAR BDD reasoner to fail when processing group
cardinalities of the form⟨1..n⟩. Instead, only group cardinalities of the form⟨1..∗⟩ were supported
with identical meaning. We patched faults F10 and F12 for further testing of the SPLAR reasoner.
Finally, fault F11 was revealed in five operations when receiving exactly the same input inconsistent
FMs. We found that several consecutive call to these operations with the same models produced
different outputs, i.e. the analysis operations were not idempotent as expected.
The number of failed tests gives an indication of the difficulty of each fault detection. Faults
F2, F4, F7 and F12, for instance, were easily detected by a large number of test cases, between
208 and 790 test cases (out of 1,000). Faults F8 and F11, however, were detected by 10 and 5 test
cases respectively which shows that some faults are extremely hard to detect. Finally, fault F10 was
revealed by a different number of test cases on each operation ranging from 21 test cases (fairly hard
to detect) to 759 test cases (very simple to uncover). This supports the need for automated testing
mechanisms able to exercise programs with multiple input values and input combinations.
Fault Operation Description Failures
FaMa 1.1.2
F1 Core features Wrong output 21
F2 Atomic sets Wrong output 208
F3 Valid configuration Wrong output 153
F4 Variant features Wrong output 219
FLAME
F5 Homogeneity Exception 124
F6 Commonality Exception 37
F7 Variant Wrong output 273
F8 Refactoring Wrong output 10
F9 Valid product Wrong output 121
SPLAR (SAT)
F10 8 operations Exception 21-759
F11 5 operations Wrong output 5
SPLAR (BDD)
F12 6 operations Exception 790
Table I. Faults detected in FM reasoners
5.2. Detecting faults in CUDF reasoners
For this experiment, we developed a test data generator for the analysis of CUDF documents based
on the metamorphic relations defined in Section3.2. The tool generates CUDF documents of a
predefined size and their set of valid configurations. In this experiment, we evaluated the ability of
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the test data generator to detect faults in three CUDF reasoners in which two faults were found.
Experimental setup. We evaluated the effectiveness of our test data generator in detecting faults
in three CUDF reasoners:p2cudf 1.14, aspcudf 1.7 andcudf–check 0.6.2-1.p2cudf [2, 49] is a
Java tool that reuses the Eclipse dependency management technology (p2) to solve upgradeability
problems in CUDF. It internally relies on the pseudo–Boolean solverSat4j [38]. Aspcudf [5, 31]
uses several C++ tools for Answer Set Programming (ASP), a declarative language.Cudf-check
is a command line CUDF reasoner provided as part of the Debiancudf–tools package [19]. This
tool is mainly used to check the validity of CUDF documents and their configurations, i.e. it does
not support optimization. In this experiment, we tested two different analysis operations. In the
cudf–checker tool, we tested the operation that checks whether a given configuration is valid with
respect to a given CUDF document and a given request. Inp2cudf and aspcudf, we tested the
upgradeability problem using the paranoid optimization criterion [2, 43]. As described in Section
4, this criterion searches for a configuration that fulfils the user request and minimizes the number
of changes in the system. We selected this optimization operation because it is used in the annual
Mancoosi competition and it is supported by most CUDF reasoners.
The evaluation was performed in two steps. First, we used our metamorphic test data generator
to generate 1,000 random CUDF documents without requests and their corresponding set of
valid configurations. We parametrically controlled the generation assuring that the documents
had a fair proportion of all types of elements, i.e. dependencies, conflicts, version constraints,
etc. We refer the reader to an external technical report for the specific parameters and values
used for the generation [53]. The generated documents had between 5 and 20 packages and
50% and 120% of constraints, i.e. depends and conflicts. Also, version constraints (e.g.A
>= 2) were added with certain probability. Each document represented up to 197,400 different
configurations. Once a CUDF document and its configurations were generated, the packages of a
random configuration were marked as installed (installed: true) to simulate the current status of
the system. Also, a random request was added to each document making no changes in the set
of configurations. The request included a list of packages to be installed and a list of packages to
be removed. The number of packages in the request was proportional to the number of packages
of the document ranging from 1 to 9. Then, we proceeded with test execution. For each test
case, a CUDF document and its corresponding set of configurations were loaded, the expected
output calculated as described in Section4 and the test run. We ran 1,000 test cases for each
analysis operation and reasoner using this procedure. Test cases were generated in 8 minutes.
The execution of test cases took 1 hour incudf–check and less than 10 minutes in the rest of solvers.
Analysis of results. The results revealed 2 faults in thep2cudf reasoner, shown in TableII. For each
fault, an identifier, the operation revealing it, a description of the failure and the number of failed
tests (out of 1,000) are presented. The two faults detected, F13 and F14, were uncovered when
processing non–equal version constraints in depends disjunctions, e.g.depends: A | B != 2. Fault
F13 raised an unexpected exception (org.eclipse.equinox.p2.cudf.me-tadata.ORRequirement). The
fault was caused by a Java type safety issue in arrays which raised theArrayStoreException. We
patched this bug for further testing of the tool. Once fixed, F14 arose due to a wrong handling of the
non–equal operator within a disjunction during the encoding step inp2cudf, which makes the tool
return a wrong output. It is worth mentioning that this is not a trivial bug because it is caused by a
lack of support for nested disjunctions inp2cudf, which occurs scarcely in practice and never in the
Mancoosi competition benchmarks. More precisely, the nested disjunctions are simply ignored by
the tool, thus the dependencies become much stronger and the number of solutions is reduced. As a
result, the tool may provide either a suboptimal solution or consider that there is no solution at all.
It is noteworthy that fault F14 was detected by only 4 out of our 1,000 test cases, which show the
difficulty to reveal certain faults. One of the failure was a suboptimal solution, while the remaining
three failures were incorrectly answering that the problem did not have any solution. Again, this
motivates the need for automated approaches, as our, able to generate a variety of different inputs
that lead to the execution of different paths in the tools under test.
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Fault Operation Description Failures
F13 Paranoid Exception 42
F14 Paranoid Wrong output 4
Table II. Faults detected in the CUDF reasonerp2cudf
5.3. Detecting faults in SAT reasoners
For this experiment, we developed a test data generator for the analysis of Boolean formulas based
on the metamorphic relations defined in Section3.3. The tool generates Boolean formulas in CNF
form and the set of solutions of the formula. For its evaluation, we automatically tested nine SAT
solvers in which 5 bugs were revealed.
Experimental setup. We automatically tested nine SAT reasoners written in different languages.
The binaries of unversioned reasoners were taken from the SAT competition in which they
participated, indicated in parenthesis, namely:Sat4j 2.3.1 [38], Lingeling ala-b02 [40], Minisat 2.2
[27], Clasp 2.1.3 [32],Picosat 535 [9], Rsat 2.0 [50], March_ks (2007) [33],March_rw (2011)
[33], andKcnfs 1.2 [24]. In a related work [11], Brummayer et al. automatically detected faults in
the exact same versions of the reasonersPicosat, RSAT andMarch_ks. We included these three
reasoners in our experiments in order to compare our results with theirs. For each input CNF
formula, we enumerated the solutions provided by each reasoner checking that the set of solutions
was the expected one. Most of the reasoners do not support enumeration of solutions, they just
returns the first solution found if the formula is satisfiable (SAT), or none if it is unsatisfiable
(UNSAT). To enable enumeration, we added a new constraint in the input formula after each solution
was found in order to prevent the same solution to be found in successive calls to the solver, until
no more solutions were found.
For the evaluation, we used the same number of test cases as in [11] in order to make our
results comparable. In particular, we first used our metamorphic test data generator to generate
10,000 random CNF formulas in the DIMACS format and their corresponding set of solutions. The
generated formulas had between 4 and 12 variables and between 5 and 25 clauses. Each clause had
between 2 and 5 variables. Most of the generated formulas (94.3%) were satisfiable representing up
to 3,480 different solutions. Most reasoners assume that input clauses have no duplicated variables
(a ∨ a) or tautologies (a∨ ¬a) since this is not allowed in the input format of the SAT competition,
in which most of them participate. Thus, we disabled metamorphic relations MR12 and MR13
to make the test inputs compatible with most of the tools under test. After the generation, we
proceeded with test execution. For each test case, a CNF formula and its corresponding set of
solutions were loaded and the test run. On each test, we checked that the solutions returned by the
reasoner matched the solutions generated by our test data generator. We ran 10,000 test cases on
each SAT reasoner using this procedure. Since each test case exercises the SAT solver once per
found solution, and a last time to check that no more solution exists, each reasoner was expected
to answer SAT 1,817,142 times, the total number of solutions in the suite, and UNSAT 10,000
times in total. The generation of the test data took 3 hours. The execution time ranged between 9
minutes inSat4j and almost 10 days inKcnfs (due to timeouts, see the analysis results in the next
paragraph). Notice thatSat4j does support solution enumeration natively, so it did not require to
read each time a new problem with a new blocking clause. Thus, no file system I/O operations were
performed in that case and, more importantly, the solver could take advantage of an incremental
setting. In contrast, solvers such asMinisat or Clasp had to run during 6 hours due mainly to the
creation of intermediate CNF input files.
Analysis of results. TableIII summarizes the faults detected in the SAT reasoners. Note that no
faults were detected in the reasonersSat4j, Minisat, Lingeling, andClasp. This was expected since
these are widely used SAT reasoners that are highly tested and validated by their user community.
However, we detected various defects on more prototypical reasoners, such asK nfs or March
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reasoners. In particular, we automatically detected 3 faults inMarch_ks, 1 fault inMarch_rw and 1
fault in Kcnfs, 5 faults in total.
Fault Operation Description Failures
March_ks
F15 Satisfiability UNSAT instead of SAT 1
F16 Satisfiability SAT instead of UNSAT 38
F17 Satisfiability Cannot decide 21
March_rw
F18 Satisfiability Cannot decide 6
Kcnfs
F19 Satisfiability Timeout exceeded 952
Table III. Faults detected in SAT reasoners
Two of the faults madeMarch_ks to answer incorrectly UNSAT instead of SAT (F15) or SAT
instead of UNSAT (F16). Faults F17 and F18 made the reasoners unable to decide the satisfiability
of the formula, i.e. they return UNKNOWN instead of SAT or UNSAT. According toMarch
developers, this was due to a “problem with the solution reconstruction after the removal of XOR
constraints”. Regarding fault F19,Kcnfs seemed to enter into an infinite loop after iterating over
a few solutions. To complete the tests, we used a timeout of 15 minutes before considering the
program faulty. This timeout was reached in 952 out of the 10,000 test cases.
In [11], Brummayer et al. compared the effectiveness of three test data generators for SAT:
3SATGen, CNFuzz andFuzzSAT. Each generator was used to generate 10,000 test cases, 30,000 in
total. When comparing our results to theirs, the findings are heterogeneous. On the one hand, they
found 86 errors inRsat (i.e. unexpected termination without providing a result), and 2 failures in
Picosat producing a wrong answer. We could not reproduce any of these defects in our work. On
the other hand, we detected 39 failures producing a wrong answer inMarch_ks while they revealed
only 4. This is mainly due to the enumeration of all solutions in our approach, i.e. most faults
would not have been detected using a single call to the SAT solver as in [11]. In fact, only 11 out
of 39 failures inMarch_ks were revealed with the first call to the SAT solver. The remaining 28
failures were detected while iterating over all the solutions of the input formula. This suggests that
our metamorphic test data generator could be complementary to the existing testing tools for SAT
helping them to reveal more faults.
As previously mentioned, we disabled metamorphic relations MR12 and MR13 to avoid
generating clauses with duplicated variables or tautologies, since these are not supported by most
reasoners. To evaluate both relations, we enabled them and generated and executed another 10,000
test cases. We found that some reasoners, asSat4j, Lingeling, Minisat manage tautologies and
duplicate variables effectively while other such asMarch or Kcnfs crashes or simply return a wrong
answer. This suggests that our test data generator would also be effective in detecting faults related
to a wrong handling of duplicated variables and tautologies in production reasoners.
The number of failures revealed by faults F16 to F18 was significantly low, ranging from 1 to 38,
out of 10,000. This again demonstrates how hard is to detect certain bugs and motivates the need for
automated testing techniques. This also suggests that using a larger test suite could have revealed
more bugs.
6. APPLICATION TO OTHER VARIABILITY ANALYSIS DOMAINS
Based on our experience, we present some guidelines for the application of our metamorphic testing
approach to similar domains. Given a variability modelling language, we propose the following steps
to test their analysis tools, namely:
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1. Identify variants. These are the basic units that can be combined into valid configurations,
e.g. features in FMs, packages in CUDF documents or Boolean variables in CNF formulas.
2. Identify variability constraints. These are the constraints that restrict how variants can be
combined. For example, FMs have five different types of feature constraints: mandatory,
optional, set, requires and excludes (see Section2.1).
3. Define metamorphic relations. Define a metamorphic relation for each identified variability
constraint. Each relation should relate the set of configurations represented by a VM before
(source) and after (follow–up) adding the variability constraint. Ideally, it should be defined a
metamorphic relation for each variability constraint of the language to foster diversity during
test data generation. This is supported by related works on the effectiveness of metamorphic
relations, which suggest that good metamorphic relations should be diverse and semantically
rich, i.e. rely on the semantics of the system under test [15,41,44].
4. Generate test data. Apply the metamorphic relations iteratively to generate increasingly
larger and more complex VMs and their corresponding set of valid configurations. In certain
domains, it may be required to apply the relations in a certain order. For instance, packages
must be added to CUDF documents (MR6) before adding constraints referencing them (MR7,
MR8, and MR9). Generation parameters (e.g. size of the models) should foster diversity
assuring a balance amongi) number of test cases, i.e. the more the better,ii) size range
of the input models, i.e. the wider, the better, andiii) testing time, i.e. time available for
the generation and execution of test cases. In general terms, test cases should be simple,
numerous and diverse rather than complex, few and homogeneous.
5. Run test cases. Run the tools under test using the generated variability models as inputs and
their set of configurations as oracles to determine the correctness of the outputs.
7. LIMITATIONS
The number of configurations generated by our test data generators increases exponentially with the
size of the corresponding VM. As a result, our approach is unable to generate large, hard–to–analyse
VMs. We remark, however, that computationally–hard inputs are not appealing from a functional
testing point of view, e.g. executing a test case per hour is unlikely to provide successful results.
Instead, as in our work, test data generators should be able to generate multiple inputs with different
complexity degrees, most of them easy to process, in order to exercise as many execution paths as
possible. This is supported by our previous works with FMs and mutation, in which we found that
most faults were detected by small inputs [55, 56]. Having said that, we emphasize that our test
data generators can efficiently generate VMs representing hundreds of thousands of configurations,
something that goes well beyond the scope of manual testing.
8. THREATS TO VALIDITY
The main factors that could have influenced our results are summarized in the followingconstruct,
internal and external validity threats [67]. Notice that theconclusion validity threats are not
applicable to our work due to the nature of the experiments.
Construct validity. This validity threat is concerned with the relation between theory and
observation [67]. In our case, whether the observed number of failures reflects the real number
of faults. As mentioned in Section5, most faults were confirmed by either the respective tool
developers, the related literature, or fix reports. In a few cases (F11, F14 to F19), we could confirm
the failures but not the faults causing them. Hence, there is a chance that faults F15 to F17, detected
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in March_ks, are actually the same fault revealing a different behaviour. Analogously, since some
isolated defects are still being investigated by their respective developers (e.g. F11, F14, F18), it
could be the case that they are caused by the interaction of more than one fault. A related risk
is derived from possible misunderstandings in the interaction with the developers. To minimize
this threat, we contacted the tool developers in written form, by e-mail, sending them the failed
test cases to reproduce the failures. Despite this, we must admit a small margin of error (above or
below) in the number of reported faults.
Internal validity. This refers to whether there is sufficient evidence to support the conclusions.
In order to evaluate our approach, we automatically tested 22 analysis operations in 15 different
reasoners written in a variety of programming languages. Among the reasoners, 4 were developed
by some of the authors, meanwhile 11 of them were developed by external developers. This clearly
shows the black–box nature of the work, testing analysis tools with no prior knowledge about their
internal details. As a result of the tests, we detected 19 total faults in the three domains under study:
analysis of FMs, CUDF documents and CNF formulas.
External validity. Regarding the generalization of the conclusions, we evaluated our approach with
three different variability languages, a number that could seem insufficient for the generalization of
the conclusions of our study. We remark, however, that these languages are used in completely
different domains, and have particularities such as hierarchical constraints in FMs, version and
installation constraints in CUDF documents, or negated variables in Boolean formulas, that make
them sufficiently heterogeneous. Beside these particularities, the three variability languages include
constraints with similar semantics, e.g.excludesin FMs is very similar toconflicts in CUDF. These
constraints are very common in variability modelling, something that suggests that our approach
could be easily applicable to other variability languages such as orthogonal variability models [51]
or decision models [59].
Since FMs and CUDF documents can be translated into (pseudo) Boolean formulas, it could
be argued that working directly with Boolean formulas is a simpler and more generic approach.
We did not adopt this approach for two reasons. First, a bidirectional translation from high–level
variability models to Boolean formulas is a complex, language–specific task [20]. Second, and
more importantly, translating models to formulas, forwards and backwards, would make test data
generators very complex and probably more error–prone than the analysis tool under test.
Finally, the power of the presented approach relies on the use of metamorphic relations to
construct VMs and their exact set of configurations. The construction of the set of configurations
depends on the completeness of the metamorphic relations, i.e. ensuring that all the valid
configurations of the input VM are generated. The presented metamorphic relations are a logical
consequence of the semantics of the corresponding variability languages, therefore they are as
generation-–complete as the original semantics, which are complete by definition. There is a
chance, however, that mistakes during the definition of the metamorphic relations could lead to
incomplete configuration sets. This threat was discarded in our work, in which thousands of test
cases where run in 15 tools in three different domains without finding a single inconsistency in the
generated configuration sets. We admit, however, that identifying, implementing, and guaranteeing
completeness in more complex variability analysis domains such as attributed variability models
[7], could be challenging.
9. RELATED WORK
In the following sections, we present the related works in the areas of testing SAT, FM and CUDF
reasoners as well as those in the fields of metamorphic and automated testing.
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9.1. Testing SAT reasoners
Brummayer et al. [11] presented a fuzzy testing approach for the automated detection of faults in
SAT reasoners. Fuzzy testing is a black–box technique in which the tools under test are fed with
random and syntactically valid inputs in order to find faults. To check the correctness of the outputs,
the authors used redundant testing, that is, they compared the results of several reasoners and trusted
on the majority. In their paper, the authors mentioned “If all solvers agreed that the current instance
is unsatisfiable, we did not further validate the unsatisfiability status as it is highly unlikely that
all solvers are wrong”. Notice that SAT solvers can also be equipped to produce UNSAT proofs to
be checked by independent external tools [63]. A similar approach for testing ASP reasoners was
presented by Brummayer and Järvisalo in [10]. Artho et al. [3] proposed a model–based testing
approach to test sequences of method calls and configurations in SAT reasoners. This approach
is tool–dependent since it requires to model the valid sequences of API calls as well as valid
configuration options of the SAT reasoner under test. For its evaluation, they introduced artificial
faults in the Lingeling SAT reasoner. In contrast to these works, our contribution is generic and
applicable to different variability languages and tools regardless of their implementation details, i.e.
we follow a black–box approach. Also, our work truly overcomes the oracle problem by generating
the exact set of solutions of each SAT formula instead of depending on third–party tools using
redundant testing.
In the context of performance testing, some authors have presented algorithms for the automated
generation of computationally–hard SAT problems [18]. Interestingly, some of the algorithms for
SAT can be configured to generate satisfiable or unsatisfiable instances only. This is usually done
by starting from a known formula and adding constraints assuring at each step that the formula is
still (un)satisfiable. This procedure can also be used for the automated detection of functional faults.
Our work, however, goes a step further since it allows not only knowing whether the input model
is satisfiable or not, but also its exact set of solutions. This enables testing not only the satisfiability
operation, but any analysis operation that can be expressed as a function on the set of solutions.
9.2. Testing FM reasoners
In [52], some of the authors presented a test suite for the analysis of FMs. The suite was composed
of 192 manually–designed test cases intended to test six different analysis operations. The suite was
evaluated using mutation testing in the FM reasoner FaMa, in which two real bugs were detected.
Although partially effective, we found that the manual design of test cases was extremely time
consuming and error–prone. This motivated the need for the proposed approach which clearly
outperforms the manual suite in terms of automation, generalisability and effectiveness.
In terms of performance testing, some algorithms and tools have been presented for the generation
of random [54] and computationally–hard FMs [57]. In contrast to our work, these approaches
generate FMs (input) but not their configurations (output), and therefore are not suitable to detect
functional faults in FM reasoners.
9.3. Testing CUDF reasoners
The 2012 Mancoosi solver competition provided a solution checker to assess the correctness of
the solutions returned by the competitor CUDF reasoners [43], i.e. redundant testing. Other related
works have been presented in the context of package–based distributions. Vouillon and Di Cosmo
[23] proposed a theoretical framework to detect co–installability conflicts, i.e. packages that cannot
be installed together. Artho et al. [4] presented a case study classifying the types of conflicts found
in two specific distributions, Debian and Red Hat. In [29], some of the authors proposed using
variability analysis techniques for the automated analysis of Debian repositories. Compared to them,
our work contributes to detect bugs in package management tools overcoming the oracle problem
rather than analysing variability in package repositories.
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9.4. Metamorphic testing
Kuo et al. [36] presented an approach for the automated detection of faults in decision support
systems. In particular, they focused in the so–calledMulti–Criteria Group Decision Making
(MCGDM), in which decision problems are modelled as a matrix with several dimensions:
alternatives, criteria and experts. They also introduced eleven metamorphic relations in natural
language, and evaluated their approach using artificial faults in the research toolDecider. This
work has certain commonalities with our contribution since VMs could be used as decision models
during software configuration. Also, as in our work, Kuo et al. used metamorphic relations to
actually construct the expected output of follow–up test cases (i.e. follow–up matrices) instead of
just checking the output of the tests. However, our contribution is applied to a different domain,
analysis of software variability, in which three different variability languages were used to illustrate
our approach. Also, we formally defined our metamorphic relations and, more importantly, we
evaluated our test data generators with numerous reasoners in which 19 real bugs were detected.
Chen et al [15] investigated how to select effective metamorphic relations and concluded that
good relations are those that lead to program executions as “different” as possible, e.g. in terms
of paths traversed. Mayer et al. [44] presented a set of general rules to assess the suitability of
metamorphic relations. Among others, the authors defined as good metamorphic relations those
based on the semantics of the system under test. Liu et al. [41] presented an empirical study on the
effectiveness of metamorphic testing to alleviate the oracle problem and concluded that diversity is
an important aspect to increase the fault–detection capability of metamorphic relations. Our work
supports previous results showing the effectiveness of using diverse metamorphic relations derived
from the semantics of the variability languages under analysis.
Liu et al. [42] proposed composing metamorphic relations to create new relations from existing
ones. Wu [68] proposed applying metamorphic relations iteratively as a way to improve their
fault–detection capability. Both approaches were evaluated using case studies and mutation testing.
These works are similar to ours in the sense that metamorphic relations are applied iteratively
creating increasingly larger and more complex test cases. Compared to them, however, our approach
enables the construction of the expected outputs rather than comparing source and follow–up test
cases. Also, our work focuses on a specific domain, variability analysis, where 19 real bugs were
uncovered.
Regarding the detection of real bugs, Xie et al. integrated program slicing and metamorphic
testing, detecting two bugs in the Siemens Suite [69]. Although in a different domain, their work
supports our results on the effectiveness of metamorphic testing in detecting real faults.
9.5. Automated testing
The automated generation of test cases is a hot research topic that involves numerous techniques [1].
Adaptive random testing[16] proposes using random inputs spread across the input domain of the
system under test.Combinatorial interaction testing[17, 48] systematically select inputs that may
reveal failures caused by the interaction between two or more input values.Model–based testing
[62] use system models like finite state machines to derive test suites using a test criterion based
on a test hypothesis justifying the adequateness of the selection. Other techniques such as those
based on symbolic execution, mutation testing, and most variants of search–based testing, work at
the code level (i.e. white–box) and are therefore out of the scope of our approach. Most previous
work concentrates on the problem of generating good test inputs, but they do not address the equally
relevant challenge of assessing the correctness of the outputs produced by the generated inputs, i.e.
the oracle problem. In contrast, our approach overcomes both problems, automated generation of
inputs and expected outputs, providing a fully automated fault detection mechanism.
10. CONCLUSIONS
In this article, we have presented a metamorphic testing approach for the automated detection of
faults in variability analysis tools. This method enables the generation of non–trivial variability
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models and their corresponding valid configurations, from which the expected output of a number
of analysis operations can be derived, thus overcoming the oracle problem. Among others analysis
operations, we automatically generated test data for an optimization operation which is a novelty
on the application of metamorphic testing to variability analysis tools. A key benefit of this
approach is its applicability to any variability language with common variability constraints in which
metamorphic relations can be identified. In this sense, we present some guidelines for the application
of our metamorphic approach to similar variability analysis domains. To show the feasibility and
generalizability of our work, we automatically tested the implementation of 22 analysis operations
in 15 reasoners written in different languages in the domains of FMs, CUDF documents and CNF
formulas. In total, we automatically detected 19 real bugs in 7 of the tools under test. Most faults
were directly acknowledged by the tools’ developers, from whom we received comments as “You
hammered it right on the nail!” or “the bugs found by your tests are non trivial issues”. This
supports our conclusions and reinforces the potential of metamorphic testing as an automated testing
technique.
MATERIAL
The source code of the test data generators as well as the test
data and test results (CSV format) of the evaluation are available at
http://www.lsi.us.es/~segura/files/material/STVR14/.
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